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MADISON, IL. - For the first time in the decades-long history of the ILLINOISouth 
Tourism Bureau, the organization has been recognized as ‘Best in Show’ of all tourism 
bureaus in the state for its recent marketing efforts. ILLINOISouth promotes 



communities, attractions, businesses, and events in a 21-county region of Southern 
Illinois.

“We are thrilled to receive such an honor,” explains Andy Waterman, Communications 
Director for ILLINOISouth. “We have so much fun showing people what kind of 
experiences they can have in Southern Illinois, so to be recognized for it – that’s just 
icing on the cake.”

Each year the Illinois Governor’s Conference on Tourism celebrates the 
accomplishments of all 37 tourism bureaus in the state during the ‘Excellence in 
Tourism’ awards ceremony. There are eight categories, as well as a ninth award for 
‘Best in Show’ – which goes to the bureau with the highest score across all categories. 
ILLINOISouth was entered in five of the eight categories which included Best Printed 
Collateral, Best Social Media Marketing, Best Cooperative Partnership, Best PR 
Campaign, and Best Event or Festival.

“We have done some new and exciting things that we feel stood out to the judges of 
these awards,” Waterman adds. “Our TikTok account was in the Best Social Media 
Marketing category, and we have the largest following of any other tourism bureau in 
the state on that platform. TikTok gives us a whole new audience to reach, and we 
promote everything from events in Du Quoin to restaurants in Fairfield. In the Best PR 
Campaign category, our Bracket Challenge – Burger Edition promoted 26 area 
restaurants. That was undoubtedly a fan-favorite that reached over 330-thousand people 
this spring. So, we had some innovative entries that we feel set us apart,” Waterman 
says.


